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The WPI Undergraduate Research Journal (WURJ) provides a venue to share these impressive research 
achievements with the campus and larger academic community. Published annually in the spring, WURJ features 
high-quality articles written by undergraduate students presenting findings from IQP’s, MQP’s, independent study 
projects, and class projects. WURJ is completely organized by a panel of graduate student volunteers that 
reviews and selects submissions based on rigorous criteria, and the review process is competitive.

connecting labs | connecting people | connecting communities

Please contact wurj@wpi.edu if you are interested in getting involved!

Matt Desrosiers
BBT Department Coordinator
mrdesrosiers@wpi.edu Will Linthicum

Graphic Artist/Advertisement
whlinthicum@wpi.edu

Dalia Shendi
Advertisement
dmshendi@wpi.edu

Meagan Carnes
BME Department Coordinator
mecarnes@wpi.edu

Kyra Burnett
Co-founder, Secretary
krburnett@wpi.edu

Ross Lagoy
Founder, Editor-in-chief
Graphic Design
rosslagoy@wpi.edu

Meet the 2016 WURJ Team
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The WPI Biomedical Engineering Department
WPI i3 Dean of Engineering Level Competition Finalists: Josh Harvey and Hannah Strobel

GRIE Winners: PhD Level 1 st place: Megan O’Brien (BME-Pins Lab) and Dalia Shendi (BME-Jain Lab)

Professor Dirk Albrecht wins Award for Excellence in Teaching, Research, Advising, and Community Service

Megan Mancuso (Troy lab) received the NSF GRFP, and Josh Johnson (Troy lab) received an NSF F32 

Kyra Burnett was awarded the Alfred R. and Janet H. Potvin Award for Outstanding Graduate Student in BME

Anne McLoughlin and Gaetano Scuderi named Potvin Outstanding Undergraduate Students in BME

IGERT alumna Karen Levi wins award at NAVBOIGERT alumna Karen Levi wins award at NAVBO

Chi Ta and Kevin Li win NEBEC Poster Award

Kyra Burnett is the newly elected Vice President of Academic Events for the Graduate Student Government (GSG)

Graduate Student Travel Funds awarded to Ying Fang, Josh Gershlak, Katrina Hansen, and Ross Lagoy

Dr. Kris Billiar was promoted to Department Head of Biomedical Engineering 

Dr. Karen Troy received tenure 

Dr. Glenn Gaudette was promoted to Professor of Biomedical Engineering and received the KEEN 2015 
Outstanding Faculty AwardOutstanding Faculty Award

2015-2016
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To do so, we want to post your   ________________ .

start-up product
graduate programs
summer internships
co-op programs

job opprotunities

resturant deals
local attractions
research positions
human studies

WURJ currently opperates off of $0 (+ graduate students time), and we’d like to raise funds
to make our journal more successful, while building relationships with the community around us.

WURJ wants your help,
and we’ll help you!

to insert your 
ad here, contact us!

wurj@wpi.edu
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overview of their system         result sample   their full report

The Biomedical Engineering MQP 

Provost’s Award Goes to... 

SCAN HERE

The Major Qualyfing Project (MQP) is a professional-level 

design or research experience completed by every WPI 

undergraduate. Generally undertaken in teams, and often 

sponsored by corporations or other external organizations, 

this capstone project is an integral element of WPI's 

project-enriched education, which offers exceptional 

preparation for successful and rewarding lives and careers.*preparation for successful and rewarding lives and careers.*

Each spring, on Project Presentation Day, student teams, 

representing all of WPI's academic departments, present 

the results of their Major Projects to their faculty advisors 

and external sponsors. The public is invited to take part 

in this annual exhibition of the remarkable outcomes of our 

students' project work.*

This years 1st place winners of the Biomedical Engineering This years 1st place winners of the Biomedical Engineering 

Department Provost Award goes to Dennis Giaya and 

Rebecca Stolarczyk. They developed a system for remote

and continuous monitoring of temperature and Doppler 

ultrasound signals. They demonstrated that their system effectively collects data from the transferred tissue flap,

analyzes the data using a novel signal processing algorithm, and wirelessly uploads the results to a server where

they can be viewed from any mobile device.

Professor Y. Mendelson (WPI), Dr. A. S. Dowlastshahi, and Dr. R. Dunn (UMass Memorial Plastic Surgery) were Professor Y. Mendelson (WPI), Dr. A. S. Dowlastshahi, and Dr. R. Dunn (UMass Memorial Plastic Surgery) were 

advisors for the project.

 Rebecca Stolarczyk & Dennis Giaya

* From the WPI website.
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The Albrecht Lab

Our research is in the area of microtechnology and behavioral neuroscience, with a focus on 
developing quantitative tools to study how neural signals govern behavior in living, freely-
behaving animals. We study the molecular and genetic basis of neural excitability, or how strongly 
neurons respond to a particular input. In particular, we ask how excitability is modulated by 
intracellular and neural circuit signaling and by processes such as learning and sleep, how it varies 
across individuals, and how it is altered in models of human neuropsychiatric disorders. We use 
microfluidics and lab automation/robotics techniques to precisely stimulate many freely-moving microfluidics and lab automation/robotics techniques to precisely stimulate many freely-moving 
animals at once, while recording their neural and behavioral responses using wide-field microscopy, 
optogenetics, neural imaging, and machine vision algorithms.

We bring together a number of interdisciplinary fields, depicted below.  These cover the experimental 
parts of the lab, and we have automated much of the data gathering.  However, by generating large 
quantitative datasets, we increasingly are focusing on data analysis, visualization, and programming.

graphical overview            Dirk Albrecht, PhD

biomedical engineering

lab website
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TECH CORNER
scan to download the editors’ favorite apps:

and subscribe to some of our favorite daily newsletters:
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MSQRD
live filters & face 
swap for video selfies

f.lux
software to make your 
life better

Groupon: 
deals and coupons for 
restaurants, fitness, 
travel ...

WhatsApp
cross-platform mobile 
messaging app

Slack
be less busy

Shazam
discover music, artists, 
videos & lyrics

ISSUU
digital publishing platform 
for magazines, catalogs, 
and more

Hopper
when to fly and buy
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